Online tests in a digital school
RELIABLE RESULTS AND AUTOMATIC GRADING. NO MATTER THE
CIRCUMSTANCES.
Knowledge assessment ecosystem
Testportal is a platform that enables reliable knowledge assessment online.
The integration with Microsoft Teams allows for easy test sharing and provides secure identity veriﬁcation thanks
to Azure AD. The scalable Microsoft Azure infrastructure guarantees stable operations.

Digital transformation by means of online tests
Exams,
working papers
and tests
Focus on automatic grading.

Competitions

Homework
Can work great in its online form.

Create, share and analyze test
results all in one place!

Conduct school competitions in
the form of online tests.

Digital knowledge assessment
Automatic grading
Anti-cheating mechanisms and live
monitoring
Restrictive time limits

Testportal for Microsoft Teams offers much more
than the built-in Microsoft Forms app. With
Testportal you can secure your test, conﬁgure time
limits and gain access to data that enables detailed
test analysis. The Honest Respondent Technology
will mark each test leave. If you would like to ensure
greater oversight, you can also analyze the video
image from the students’ device cameras.

Question drawing algorithms
Advanced question content
creation and categorization
Detailed results, reports and statistics
Data protection and GDPR compliance

Trusted by
[…] I use the Testportal application to check my students' knowledge and skills, as well as to conduct periodic school
subject competitions. Thanks to a variety of questions, I can assess students in a reliable way - they are not picking
“any” answer at random. Preparing a good test or a question base takes a lot of time and work but the honest
assessment compensates for it. […]
Besides that, every student can complete a test at his/her convenience and the Honest respondent technology
eliminates most forms of cheating.
Dorota Jasińska
Vocational High School in Bogatynia
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